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ABSTRACT 

 

Attracting a huge attention towards energy optimization of mobile communication network as it 

contains the major part of total energy consumption of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT). During low traffic load, the energy is wastage as the design of wireless 

network is made for maximum traffic load, but the maximum traffic occurs only for few hours. A 

base station transceiver (BTS) consume more energy than any other network devices used in end 

access network. Most of the resources of BTS are unused during the low traffic load at night 

time, which results in unnecessary wastage of energy and decreases energy efficiency. Therefore, 

to increase the energy efficiency of 5G end access network, the energy optimization of BTS is 

necessary. In this thesis, the concept of Dynamic Transmitter Sleep (DTS) Technique has 

introduced over Software Defined Network (SDN) platform to reduce the energy consumption of 

BTS in 5G network with the addition of smart link sleep approach to save more energy by 

deactivating network links between network elements of end access network during idle state. 

During low traffic, DTS approach automatically switch the unnecessary transmitter to sleep 

mode and wakeup only required transmitter when increasing traffic is noticed, without degrading 

the Quality of Service (QoS) and to achieve more energy efficiency smart link sleep approach 

has also implemented which is an SDN based energy optimization technique. This technique is 

performed over SDN environment where data and control planes are separated providing high 

flexibility, cost effective and energy efficiency. Hence, DTS technique has applied to the 5G 

BTS which was simulated in SDN environment where Mininet-WiFi  emulator used as network 

simulation testbed and OpenDayLight as SDN controller. After implementation of DTS mode 

during low traffic, it saved 34.6% of energy in single BTS and 43.79% of network link energy 

has been reduced by the use of smart link sleep technique. Therefore, this energy saving 

approach has potential to reduce noticeable amount of energy consumption under the benefits of 

SDN. 

Keywords: 5G, BTS, Energy Consumption, Energy Optimization, SDN, Mininet-WiFi, 

OpenDayLight     
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CHAPTER-1 

 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

With the development of Information and communication technology (ICT), energy 

consumption of communication infrastructures also growing exponentially[1]. 

Telecommunication communities are giving major focus on energy efficiency of the overall 

network due to many reasons like requirement of high data rate, environmental impact due to 

CO2 emission, effect on climate change caused by using fossil fuels for energy production.[2]. 

Excess release of CO2 in the atmosphere will cause excess rise in global temperature affecting 

climate. Higher spectral efficiency is needed for growing number of smart devices with their 

bandwidth-hungry mobile application like live video streaming, online video gaming, etc. [3]. 

The telecom industry has estimated to increase their internet traffic over 1,000 times in year 

2020, with more than half of the traffic volume in file sharing[4]. It is necessary to make energy 

efficiency as a key of concern for the design of next generation 5G networks. Ericsson expected 

that 1.9 billion mobile users will be connected to 5G network before the completion of year 

2024. More than 57% of total network energy consumption takes place within the base stations 

(BSs)[5].  

 

Figure 1.1: Power consumption in mobile networks & base station[5]. 
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According to MTN, a 5G base station consumes twice or more power than a 4G base station. 

Increasing the energy cost more at higher frequencies due to the need of more antennas and 

denser layer of small cells. Some leading Chinese operators in the world for 5G deployments 

gives the warning of more power consumption as the electricity cost were rising fast with 5G  

[6]. China Mobile has tried using lower cost deployments of MIMO antennas. 5G base stations 

are carrying five times the traffic as when equipped with only 4G, pushing up power 

consumption. According to Huawei, compared to 4G the power consumption per unit of traffic 

(Watt/bit) is greatly decreased, but the power consumption of 5G increases. The proportion of 

sites with more than five frequency bands will increase from 3% in 2016 to 45% in 2023. As a 

result, the maximum power consumption of 5G site will be higher than 10 kW as shown in figure 

1.2, and will be doubled for the site where more than 10 frequency bands are used. 

 

Figure 1.2: Typical maximum power consumption of a 5G site (Source: Huawei) 

In the 5G network, both low-frequency and high-frequency bands will be deployed together with 

a large number of end sites to meet the service requirement of increasing network capacity which 

ultimately increase the power consumption of the entire network exponentially[7]. 

According to [8], even in highly loaded network most of the time, the base station resources are 

unused. 5G can make better use of power optimization techniques in the base station part with 

great enhancement in energy efficiency of entire network. A major part of energy consumption 

in mobile networks comes from the radio base station (BTS) sites and that the consumption is 

stable. Although the base stations are spending most of their time without transmitting user data 
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but still consuming energy all the time because most of the hardware components of BTS remain 

active to transmit mandatory idle mode signals that are defined in the 4G or 5G standards such as 

synchronization signals, reference signals, and system information[8]. As shown in figure 1.3, 

there is significant energy consumption in the base station even at the time when BS is in an idle 

state i.e. when there is no output power. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Varying network traffic load during the day (a) and Base station power model (b) 

 

Themarrivalmofm5Gmwithmamvarietymofmadvanceafeaturesalikeaultramreliablemlow latency 

communicationm(uRLLC),menhancedmmobilembroadbandm(eMBB),mmassivemmachine-type 

communicationi(mMTC),isoftwarizationiandivirtualizationiofinetworkiconnection[9].iThe main 

purposeaofa5Gaisatoaimproveatheauser-centricaconceptaratherithanitheioperator-centriciconcept 

usedaundera3Gaoratheaservice-centricaconceptausedaunderathem4Gmnetwork.mTomfulfillmthe 

requirement,mthea5Ganetworkahasaextendediintoiaimulti-layerinetworkithaticonsistiaivarietyiof 

technicalienhancementitoibroadenitheirangeiofiwirelessiservices[10].iSDN provides flexibility in 

networkimanagement.iThisiwillareduceatheacomplexaproblemsaandacostsafacingithei5Gimobile 

network. 

   

TheiimportanceiofiSDNiwithini5Giwirelessinetworksiisiitsiabilityito providemnew functionality 

such asenetworkecapabilityeandeautomationeofetheelatestefacilitieseatetheeriseeofevirtualized 

strategieseonetrustedeandesecureenetworks.eAlso,eSDNemakeseitepossibleetoeseparateecontrol 

conceptseusingespecificevendorehardwareeforeoriginalesoftwareeuserseandevendors.eTherefore, 

iteallowseforetheeimprovementeofedataeperformanceeanderoadmapeforewirelessestructureeinto 

systemesolutionseforeall-purposeeorein-cloudecomputing. [9] 
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TheeSoftwareeDefinedeRadio AccessiNetworki(SDRAN)iisidefinediasiaiRadioiAccessiNetwork 

(RAN)inetworkithatecanebenefitefromeSDNiviews.iSeparatingitheicontroliplaneifromitheiRAN 

dataeplaneecaneleadetoebetterespectrumeperformanceeorebetteredisruptionemanagementewithin 

distributedeBSseaseaecoreecomponent,esucheaseaeCRANesystem,theiSDRANisystemialsoiputs 

differentiprocessingiresourcesitogetheritoiformiafpool.fResourcesfwouldfthereforefbefmanaged 

andfallocatedfpowerfullyfatfdemandfatfthefpoolflevel.fThefbasefstationfis the equipment needed 

tofcommunicateiwithimobileiterminalsianditheimaininetworki(CN). [12] 

Withfthefincreasefinftraffic,finvestmentfinfBSsfalsoaincreasesaandaeventuallymoperatingmcosts 

increase.fAsfBSfconsumescaboutc60%cofcthectotalcnetworkcpower,cenergymconsumption and 

powericonsumptionialsoiincreaseiwithitheiincreaseiinitheinumberiofiBS.mTrafficmdependsmon 

timeiandiplace.iWithitheinetworkisetiupiforihighitrafficibutiinirealilife,itheifulliloadiisiforiaifew 

hoursfafdaya[15].aInsideaaabaseastation,nTransceivern(TRX)nisnthenmostnenergyndemanding 

hardware part.nPowernamplifiernisnthenlargestnenergynconsumerminsidemBS.mThemenergy 

consumptioniofisingleibaseistationicanibeireducedibyishuttingidownitheitransceiversmaccording 

toitrafficiflowipatternidynamically.iThisitechniqueisavesiupitoi18.8%iofienergyiinnmacrombase 

stationiofi3GiNetwork[11].iTherefore,ithisienergyisavingiamountiisiforisingleibasestationiandiit 

willigiveisatisfactoryiresultsiofienergyisavingiforioverallinetwork.iHence,ithisithesisifocusesnon 

thefenhancementfinfamountfoffenergyfsavedfbyfDTSTftechniquefandfreducefthefcomplexityfof 

networkfmanagementfwithfthefusefoffSDNfforfradiofaccessfnetworkf(RAN)ftofcontrolfthefbase 

stationfoff5Gfcellularfnetwork. 

SDNfisfafsmartfnetworkfthatfminimizesnhardwarenusage.nThenvaluenofnSDNninn5Gnwireless 

networksfliesfparticularlyfinfitsfabilityftofbringinewicapabilitiesitoisecureiandireliable networks, 

suchiasinetworkivisibility,iautomationianditheiadditioniofinewiservicesiiniadditionitofthenbuilt-

innresources.nAlso,nSDNnpoliciesnsolventhenproblemfoffRadiofResourcefManagementfonf5G 

networksfwithfmultiplefusagefcasesf(interruptionfmanagement,imobileiedgeicomputing,iRAN 

sharing).iTherefore,itoiaddressiallitheipreviousichallengesiinithei5Gimobileinetworkiandireduce 

costs,iSDNiwasiproposeditofprovidefthennecessarynflexibilityninnthenconstructionmofmthe 5G 

network.fSDNfalsofhelpsftofsimplifyfnetworkamanagementaandaconfiguration.aItaalsoareduces 

costsithroughitheiflexibilityiofi5Ginetworkioperations.iThisiisidueftonthenservicesnrenderednby 

thenSDNfonfthefnetworkjbyjseparatingjthesdatastransferninnthennetworkncontrol.nInnSDN, the 
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controllernmaintainsfthefintegrityfoffthefentireinetwork.iOnitheiotherihand,ithe data plane is still 

distributedionitheichangeiandsshiftsofsthesroutesresponsiblesforsforwardingsorimoving the route 

basedionitheiflowiinputssgeneratedsbysthescontrolsplane.sInsthesartsofsSDNsarchitecture,sopen

-flowsprotocolsissusedstosdefinesdatasstructure,smessages,sandsprocesses,stosdefine all tangible 

andsintangiblesobjectsiinitheidataipathianditoivalidateitraditionalnflightncontrolnfunctions,nsuch 

asnpacketntransfers,ntablenroutesmanagement,sandsseparatesflowsmanagement.sFors5Gsmobile 

networks,sthescontrollerswillsusesopen-flowsprotocolsstoscommunicateswithsbasics5Gsdevices, 

maintainsnetworkstopologies,ssetnnewnstreams,nandmcollectmnetworknstatisticsntonmeetnQoS 

requirements. 

1.2 Statement of Problem 

Base stations consume the largest power in overall mobile network. Many studies conducted on 

the power optimization of base station. Traffic aware energy scheme has applied to shut down 

the whole base station during low or no traffic load. Different BS sleeping techniques have been 

studied to save the energy of BS. BS sleeping approaches saves the satisfying amount of energy 

consumption according to the strategies applied but it shows degradation in quality of services 

(QoS)[2] [5] [3] and [12]. To overcome this drawback, the unused hardware resources of base 

station can be managed during low traffic load or in ideal condition instead of sleeping whole 

BS. Using dynamic transmitter shutdown technique (DTST), we can save a bit less energy than 

shutting down whole BS but this technique maintains the QOS of the network [11] where the 

transmitter of base stations are made dynamically shutdown when there is low traffic flow. This 

research proved that 18.8% of energy can be saved from single BS of 3G network by applying 

DTST technique. Till now the DTST technique is applied only on legacy network platform and 

analysis was done. Now, the research question covered by this thesis is: 

1. How much energy would be saved by DTST technique for SDN based 5G networks? 

Power efficiency can be determined algorithmically or by hardware design in SDN. SDN 

energy saving methods are divided into Hardware energy saving strategies and software 

energy saving process. When the software's energy saving method is separated by traffic 

information, storage system awareness and administration. Traffic aware systems are 

encouraged by the fact that network components are often misused during low traffic. 

The main goal is to turn on or off network devices depending on the traffic load. when 
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traffic load is low this method has the potential to save up to 50% of total energy 

used[13].  In legacy network, to get the satisfactory result, this technique should be 

applied to each base station which is difficult to manage and control for large no of BS. 

SDN will add the flexibility to the network by separating control plane and data plane. 

Hence, network can be controlled and managed by SDN controller placed distance apart 

from networks. The important properties of a SDN traffic aware energy efficiency 

approaches are elasticity, topology awareness, queue engineering, and smart sleep on and 

off. Here in this thesis the smart sleep on and off technique will be used for the 

transceivers of base station in 5G network and the corresponding result will be analyzed. 

Therefore, this thesis focuses the energy optimization of SDN based 5G network using 

Dynamic transmitter sleep (DTS) technique with the benefits of SDN. 

 

 1.3 Objective 

• To analyze the energy consumption of BTS in 5G network over SDN environment using 

Dynamic Transmitter Sleep (DTS) Technique  

 

 1.4 Outline of thesis 

Here, the clear outlook of the chapters of the thesis are as follows: 

• Chapter 2: consists the literature review of 5G cellular network and the optimization 

techniques used for switching off-on the base stations of cellular access network. 

• Chapter 3: provides the 5G network scenario, a system flowchart and explanation of all 

factors that are necessary to answer the research question. We created a simple 5G 

cellular network scenarios controlled by SDN controller and DTS technique will be 

implemented in this scenario to optimize the base stations power and energy. 

• Chapter 4: presents the results and discussion. Moreover, we created the 5G network 

topology and passed the network traffic through the topology and recorded power of BTS 

without using any optimization technique.  

• Chapter 5: this chapter consist of Conclusion section which provide the conclusion of 

overall experimental outcomes on the basis of observed result. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The 5G network is all-IP based model for wireless and mobile networks. 5G network 

architecture consist of a user terminal and some different Radio Access Technology (RAT). 

Compared to other networks, the function and services of 5G will be more efficient and better. 

The features of 5G offers high speed, low latency, better quality, flexible and software 

controlled. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: SDN based 5G network Architecture[14]. 

 

The core 5G network is based on the service to achieve a flexible combination of network 

functions, fast marketing time, agile usage, and standalone autonomy. 4G network design is 

based on hardware applications and tightly integrated networks; however, the 5G network has 

been redefined to separate the functions of the control plane, allowing for flexible integration and 

independent evolution. SDN and NFV are the most useful technologies for next-generation core 

network architecture [9]. To add the flexibility to the network, SDN separate the control plane 
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and data plane and uses SDN controller to control the network devices. NFV seperates the 

hardware and the software, where hardware elements are replaced with virtual applications 

running on general-purpose hardware platforms [15][16]. SDN improves the network quality and 

energy efficiency by allowing higher data rates and lower latency which ultimately improves the 

user experience. The SDN switches act as forwarding devices which results in data and control 

plane separation. The networks traffic is managed by SDN controller which is logically 

centralized, results in routers and switches elimination, and also eliminates the conventional table 

forwarding format. These switches and controllers are linked together using these application 

programming interfaces (API) which has been preprogrammed. OpenFlow is a commonly used 

API, with well-known controllers and one of them is OpenDayLight controller. Which is used in 

this thesis as SDN remote controller.  

There are several benefits of SDN. It is one tool for reducing energy waste and maximizing 

power use during peak hours, resulting in traffic consolidation. The majority of SDN work is 

focused on traffic, defense, and routing[17]. Because of its inherent strengths, SDN has been 

used in transport networks, wireless sensor networks, network function virtualization (NFV), 

cloud radio access networks (C-RAN), the Internet of Things (IoT), and edge computing. 

Granularity, stability, centralized control, lower operating costs, traffic scan with the help of 

software, cloud level extraction, and assurance of QoS are some of the other advantages of 

SDN[18].  

5G RAN architecture is divided into central unit (CU) and distributed unit (DU) with open 

interface to enhance interoperation. Figure 1.2 shows the functionalities of CU and DU and their 

comparison with 4G RAN. 
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Figure 2.2: 4G and 5G RAN architecture. 

The CU is a RAN controller and manages data distribution, capable of using multiple 

connections, seamless mobility management, and efficient use of spectrum. The CU is needed to 

be centralized and developed to support multi-leg management. DU is latency-sensitive and 

consists of L1 with partial L2. CU has ability to serve as a hook to tie up distributed data 

between multiple DUs, also to reduce backhaul pressure for data distribution between BSs 

without hook points. CU can tie up 4G and 5G to accelerate data distribution between multi-

RATs[19]. A base station of 5G is known as gNodeB (gNB) which is consist of CU, DU, and 

RRU. 

 

2.1 Software Defined Radio Access Network (SDRAN) 

SDRANisystemicentralizesidifferentibasebandiprocessingiresources together to constitute a pool. 

Thusaresourcesacouldabeamanagedaandadynamicallyaallocatedaonidemandioniaipoolilevel.iThe 

threeikeyitechnologiesiiniSDRANiareiUseraFlowa&aResourceaFlow,aPackets Processing Based 

onaOpenFlowaSwitches,aGNVi(GlobaliNetworkiView)[20].iTheioverviewaofasoftware-defined 

RANaarchitectureaisaillustratedainaFigurei1.6.iIticonsistsiofithreeimainiparts:iwirelessispectrum 

resourceipooli(WSRP),ibasebandiprocessingiuniti(BBU)ipooliandiSDNicontroller. 

a) WSRPitransmitiradioifrequencyisignalsitoiUEsiinitheidownlink.iItiforwarditheibaseband 

signalsifromiUEsitoiOpenFlowiswitchesiwhichiequipiatiBBUipool. 
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Figure 2.3: SDRAN Architecture[20] 

 

b) BBUipool:iTheiBBUipooliconsistsiofiaimassiofisoftiBBUinotesiandiOpenFlowiswitches. 

AisoftiBBUiisiaiplaceiwhereiprocessingiresourceiandicapabilityiisidynamicallyiallocated 

andareconfiguredabasedaon real-time conditions.aOpenFlow switchesatransformathe 

basebandasignalsafromaUEsaoratheiradioiresourcesiintoiflowitables. 

c) SDNicontroller:iItideterminesithe policies ofasingleasoftaBBUanote,aandavirtual access 

element containsaaaSDNiagentiwhereicommunicationioccursithroughiSDNiprotocol with 

the controller.  

 

2.2 5G Base Station power consumption 

Inn5Gsnetwork,stheipowericonsumptionimodeliisisplitediintoicoreinetworkipowernconsumption 

andbbasejstationjpowerjconsumption.jInjliteraturej[21],jBasejstationjpowernconsumptionnmodel 

denotesjthejpowerjconsumedjbyjthejresourcesjofiRadiosRemotesHeadn(RRH)ninm5G network. 

ThefRRHfconsistsfoffafradioffrequencyfandfpoweriamplifierithatiscaleilinearlyiwithitheinumber 
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ofiantennasiandialsoitheinecessaryivoltageisuppliers.iHowever,jthejpowerjmodulesofsRRHmcan 

bejdistributedjintojthejfollowingjcomponents. 

Antenna:iEachiantennairequiresiradioifrequencyiandiPowerjAmplifierjtonprovidenthennecessary 

requiredssignalsoperationssandsamplification. 

RFitransceiver’s:iTheiRFiunitihandlesiainumbersofsfunctionssrelatedstosthesmediumnfrequency 

andnbasebandsinterface,ssuchsasjvoicejfluctuationsj/jpowerjreduction,jpowerjoutput,jd/ajandja/d 

conversion,jlessjnoisejamplificationjandjclocks. 

Powerjamplifierj(PA):jPAsissaskeysfactorstosconsidersinsPM,sassitsusessaslotsofspowerninnthe 

network,nespeciallyninsRRH.sPAsamplifiescthecelectricalcsignalcreceivedcfromcthecOpticalcto 

Electricalc(O/E)cconvertercpriorstositsstransmissionitoitheiairiconnectorfandfvicefversa.fIncrare 

cases,cits efficiency can befasfhighmasm54%mwhenmtransmittingmhighmpower. This low 

performancemcomesnduentomthemstrongmdynamicsmofmthemorthogonalmfrequencymdivision 

multiplexing signals. 

ThespowersconsumptionsofsthesproposedsSDC-RANscansbesindicatedibyitheiindependentiload 

(Pstatic) and theiadditionalipoweridependingionitheiincreasingiloadfinftermsfoffthefpowerfslope 

(Δ),fasfshownsinsFigurea2.3,atheamaximumapowerasupplya(Psupply)aofaRRH,atheabandwidth 

allocationiusedi(B)ianditheinumberiofiradioichainsi(A).iAmhigh-performancemPCmis achieved 

with high power transmission (Pout). 

 

Figure 2.4: Base station load dependent power consumption and idle power consumption 

In addition, when RRH does not transmit, it can enter sleep mode with a lower PC (Psleep). 

Total electrical power was then reduced, to W 
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P1 = Pstatic + ΔPout; ρ is traffic load parameter. If ρ = 1, the network full traffic load, whereas the 

network is in idle state when ρ = 0. 

Hence, this power model shows that certain fix amount of power consumption takes place by the 

BS in idle state too.  

 

2.3 Related Research on Energy optimization 

To reduce the energy consumption in mobile cellular network, BS switching On-Off is one of the 

preferable method due to its easy implementation and no change needed in network architecture. 

Many research has conducted under this popular technique firstly studied in IEEE 802.11b [22]. 

In this approach when there is low traffic and in some delay tolerant cases, they reduce the 

consumption of energy by turning off some resources in the cellular network. The complete 

shutdown of BS for low traffic load to save the energy consumption is termed as binary sleeping 

mode which means just switch on and off of BS. Most of the research focused on this Binary 

sleeping mode technique for BS [23][24][25][26]. In [27], the author used stochastic geometric 

for switching off macro BS under the constraints of converge saving 60%of energy comparing to 

the status when all the base stations are in active state. The author has used best BS switching 

on-off method and user connection depends on throughput performance of HetNet in [28] to 

reduce the energy consumption of base station configured with massive MIMO antennas. In this 

literature, the author talks about centralize scheme which gives the optimal policy using linear 

programming. Also some additional techniques are applied with BS shutdown method  in 

literature [3], where the author proposed the switching on/off based energy saving (SWES) 

algorithm which was practically implemented to turn off the BS one by one with minimal 

network impact by shifting the additional load increment to its neighboring BS. Also three other 

heuristic versions of SWES were proposed to reduce the signaling and implementation overhead 

over the air and backhaul. In [2], To improve the energy efficiency of 5G network the author 

presented the review on the classification of machine learning implementation in 5G network 

where the several issues regarding energy efficiency in 5G network were discussed which can be 

solved using machine learning.  
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Several levels of sleep models to the same base station gives additional capacity to adjust the 

base stations with pattern of traffic load and their type which gives better system performance. 

The author presented the energy optimization model and two sleep algorithm in [29] to analyze 

the energy consumption of LTE HetNets where the algorithms works as scheduling a single 

event to make sleep the entire small BSs overlay and later the time instance was defined to sleep 

each single small BS and finally the optimization model was used to study the performance 

evaluation. In [12], Four categories of sleep mode was controlled by online reinforcement 

learning technique SARSA for 5G network BSs resulting considerable energy saving with 

acceptable packet dropping level. In [30], the author gives the model to increase the energy 

efficiency of HetNet without change in Quality of service (QoS). Here the author studied about 

switching small cells to different sleep mode levels without degradation in quality of service. In 

[31], [32], [5], the author talked about deactivating the components of the base station to 

optimize the energy of a cellular network following the green touch model. In literature [17], the 

author shows that the combination of massive MIMO and small cells can greatly improve the 

total power consumption. The author proved that under QoS constraints, power minimizing 

spatial multiflow transmission is obtained by convex optimization problem solving technique. In 

[33], the study is focused on the detailed implementation of sleep cycle algorithm in different 

simulated scenarios and their impacts on users. In [34], the author studied about an optimization 

technique used for the special features of 5G traffic and applied it to formulate optiloop: a real 

time and strategy based on an efficient network management which is simulated under SDN 

environment. The delay of energy arrangement problem in a BS sleep mode techniques was also 

studied by author in [35]. Extra user-perceived delay can be seen after switching-off a BS which 

ultimately results in the amount of energy can be optimized by arranging a some of delays.  

The another type of Base station components sleeping scheme is Cell DTX which was 

introduced in 4G LTE Rel-8 to reduce the energy consumption of BSs [36][37]. In these 

literatures they applied cell DTX SM techniques where it switches off the transceivers of BS 

when there is no traffic which gives the better performance than complete BS sleep scheme 

because Cell DTX sleep mode ensures the fast cell activation upon request. Without the 

degradation in quality of service (QoS), the author proposed dynamic transmitter shutdown 

technique (DTST) algorithm switching off the unused transceiver of 3G BS when there is less 

traffic load[11]. In this approach instead of switching off whole base station, the author has used 
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the dynamic technique to switching-off only transmitter of the base station when there is low 

traffic load with constant monitoring on quality of service. For this they have choose the time 

period when there is flow of low traffic load to implement the DTST algorithm. For traffic 

prediction and forecasting they have used Erlang-B formula and Halt’s-Winter forecasting 

method.  

To apply these all optimization technique, we have to follow the traffic pattern of the network 

and base stations. Generally all the optimization algorithms are implemented during low traffic 

load [25]. Also, the technical specification of 5G, NR base station has been provided by ETSI in 

[38]. To perform these optimization techniques in SDN platform can be more energy efficient as 

SDN itself is an energy optimization technique with reducing hardware implementation cost and 

saving the power and energy used for cooling agent of base stations and other hardware [39]. In 

literature [40], the author studied about handover implementation in SDN-based and partially 

virtualized LTE architecture.   
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CHAPTER-3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

In this chapter, we present the structure of SDN-based 5G cellular network for energy 

optimization of base station using traffic aware dynamic transmitter sleep technique. This 

strategy minimizes BS power consumption which ultimately optimize the overall network energy 

consumption. The traffic flow at daytime is higher than that of night time. The key idea of SDN-

based energy saving algorithm is that during low traffic load, power can be saved by shutting 

down the maximum transmitter into sleep state. To achieve this result first, we have to create a 

SDN based 5G environment by simulating a 5G cellular network topology inside mininet-wifi 

emulator as shown in figure 3.1. The topology consists of a SDN controller denoted by C1, three 

openflow switches S1, S2 and S3 and five base stations namely AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4 and AP5. 

Each base station connects with five hosts. The design of cellular network is made to handle 

maximum network traffic. In real time maximum traffic flow only occurs for few hours a day. In 

this case transmitter sleep mode will help to save energy from the idle TRX. From each 

transceiver we can use the channels belong to transmitter among total channels of TRX. Also, 

the quality of service will not be compromised while applying DTS technique. The Transceiver 

(TRX) can be operated in two modes: 

Active mode: In this mode, the TRX work with full function. It transmits and receive signals as 

usual basis. 

Sleep mode: In this mode, the TRX neither receive nor transmit any user traffic. This is the 

power saving mode where it can only handle the hear request from base station which helps TRX 

to switch abruptly to active mode. 

Hence the use of SDN will make the network flexible and reduce the complexity of the network 

by separating the data plane and control plane. Here OpenDayLight controller is used as the 

remote SDN controller to control the switches and routers of the network. 
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3.1 System Block Diagram 

 

  

 

                                                                                                                             

 

                                                            

                                                

                                                                                           

                                                              

Figure 3.1. Implementation of SDN based architecture for 5G network in Mininet-WiFi. 
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3.2 System Model and Operation 

BTSs are connected to openflow switch (OF-Switch) which control all the BTSs. Therefore, 

switching off few unused transceivers of base station at the time of low traffic can improve 

energy efficiency of the system ultimately. In this study we assume a base stations with 8 

number of transceivers. 

According to the study [41],the high traffic flow occurs from 0.4 and 1 (i.e. 0.4 < λ ≤ 1), during 

10 a.m. to 11 p.m. (13 hrs). The low traffic flow occurs from 0 and 0.4 (i.e. 0 < λ ≤ 0.4), during 

11 p.m. and 10 a.m. (11 hrs). Here λ is normalized parameter for traffic load. 

 

Figure 3.2: Daily traffic load pattern of BS [41]. 

 

The above figure 3.2 shows the daily traffic pattern of base station which matches with our 

sleeping and working pattern. From graph we can notice that there is maximum traffic load 

during daytime after 10:00 AM and start decreasing after 11:00 PM. Since in this technique we 

are not going to shut down the whole base station during low traffic load rather we will just put 

the idle transceivers in sleep mode dynamically. So to apply this technique on the basis of daily 

traffic load pattern, at night after 11:00 PM to morning 10:00 AM will be appropriate. Here the 

equation (1) below shows the power consumption of base station depends on the traffic load 

parameter λ. 

𝑃(𝑏𝑠) = {
𝑃0 + (𝑃𝑚 − 𝑃0)𝜆, 0 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 1
𝑃0,                                              𝜆 = 0

 (1) 
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P0 represents the idle state power of the base station and Pm represents maximum power of base 

station when traffic load is highest.  

To built and test the performance of 5G wireless network we have used mininet-wifi emulator as 

a testbed and OpenDayLight remote controller as SDN Controller which works as a brain of the 

network. Speed of the communication process between users of 5G network is indicated by 

Throughput and latency parameters.  

 

3.3 SDN Optimization Technique 

Energy efficient approaches for SDN are categorized below in figure 3.4. which is divided in 

hardware based and software based approach. Software based approach has further classified 

into three parts traffic aware, end system aware and rule placement[13]. Here the sub-categories 

of traffic aware approaches are shown among which Smart sleep on and off technique will be 

applied in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3.3: SDN based Energy Efficiency Approach 
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In traffic aware model, G = (S,L) is an undirected weighted graph as network representation 

where S represents the number of switches and Si ∈ S belongs to switch i and eij ∈ L represents  

link between Si & Sj. The weight Wij represents the bandwidth of the link connected Si & Sj. Let  

Zi denote the status of switch Si such that 

 

𝑍𝑖 = {
1,             𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
0,             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

          

PZi and Pij are power consumption of switch Si and the link lij which is measured in W(watt). 

Traffic in the network is represented by set of flows F  is the set of flow which represents the 

flow of traffic where f ∈ F is defined as f=(src, dst, 𝜆f ). src and dst ∈ S are the source and 

destination switches and 𝜆f is the rate of flow f measured in bytes per second. 

 

𝐹𝑖𝑗 = {
1,         𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑖𝑗

0,                                                       𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

 

Eq. (4) help to reduce the sum of the energy consumed by switches and the links. The the sum of 

Fij ∗ Pij, gives the total energy consumption of all flows with the help of edge eij. The total 

power consumed by all active switches is given by second part of equation (4).  

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒(∑ ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑗 + ∑ 𝑍𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑍𝑖∀𝑍𝑖∀𝑙𝑖𝑗∀𝑓 ) 

                                         

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜 ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝜆𝑓 ≤ 𝑊𝑖𝑗, ∀𝑒𝑖𝑗

∀𝑓

 

The constraint in Eq. (5) gives the total rate of flows between two switches which should be less 

than link capacity. 

∑ 𝐹𝑎𝑖 = ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑏, 𝑆𝑖 ≠ 𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑓𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡, 𝜆𝑓

∀𝑓∀𝑓

 

 

Constraint in Eq. (6) gives the number of flows entering and exiting from switches should be 

equal. 

Fmj = Fin, Sm = src, Sn = dst, ∀𝑒𝑚𝑗, ∃𝑒𝑖𝑛 

(2) 

(3) 

  (4) 

  (5) 

  (6) 

  (7) 
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Constraint on Eq. (7) defines a flow passing from source should reach the destination point. 

𝐹𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑍𝑗, ∀𝑆𝑗 ∈ 𝑆 

𝐹𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑍𝑖, ∀𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 

𝑍𝑖 ≤ ∑[𝐹𝑖𝑗 + 𝐹𝑗𝑖], ∀𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝑆

∀𝑓

 

The limitations on Eqs. (8) – (10), using switch state and flow-link variables for maintaining the 

correlation between switches and links. While conditions 8 and 9 state that for inactive switch 

link, flow should not be use. Condition 10 confirms that if flow is not entering through the given 

switch links, then switched off the switch.  

 

3.4 Proposed DTS algorithm 

In this section we describe the detail operation of the DTS technique which aim to switch off the 

idle and low traffic TRXs to sleep mode at the duration of less traffic flow. Before applying DTS 

technique, certain resource allocation to the channels of TRXs should be manages. The use of 

non-BCCH transceiver channels will be less when the allocation of channels is performed on 

broadcast control channel (BCCH) TRX. Base station allocates channels on the basis of priorities 

of TRXs. High priority channels are assigned to User equipment (UE). OF-Switches controls the 

base stations which is controlled by SDN controller. To make the more transceivers idle 

controller centralizes busy channels into few TRXs. The handover of low traffic TRX should be 

done to another carrier. BCCH and packet data channel (PDCH) should not be available while 

putting TRX in sleep mode. Antenna frequency hopping should be disabled and no packet 

channel available in sleeping TRXs. Power consumption measurement should be taken before 

applying DTS technique. 

 

In Figure 3.2, the proposed DTS algorithm is depicted in flowchart. First we have to choose the 

accurate duration to apply this technique. Generally, the traffic flow is heavy at day time and 

reduce at night time. So night time after 10 p.m. to next day morning 6 a.m. will be more 

appropriate. Voice and data traffic measurement will be taken in hourly basis. Halt-Winter (H-

W) forecasting technique will be used to forecast the traffic that performs prediction of future 

  (8) 

  (9) 

  (10) 
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values of time series based on properly weighted previous values which include seasonal 

component(It), trend component (bt) and level component (St).  

            St = α( Yt /(It – L)) + (1 – α)(St-1 – bt-1)                                                (i) 

Where, 

            It = β(Yt/St)                                                                                     (ii) 

 

            bt = γ(St – St-1) + (1 – γ)bt-1                                                            (iii) 

A m−step ahead Holt-Winter’s forecast is computed by following formula 

           Ft + m = (St – mbt)It-L+ m                                                                   (iv) 

 

α, β, γ are the overall smoothing parameter, seasonal smoothing parameter and trend smoothing 

parameter respectively. These parameters values are between 0 & 1 and are selected to minimize 

root mean square error (RMSE) between real and forecasted value. The initial conditions of 

above equations are: 

            St = ∑ 𝑌𝑡
𝐿
𝑡=1 /𝐿  ,  bt = 0                                                                  (v) 

 

                   It = 
𝑌𝑡

𝑆𝑡
   for t = 1….L                                                              (vi) 

L is the number of period in one season. To calculate the number of required channels ,the traffic 

will be predicted in hourly basis by H-W method. The required number of channel will decide 

how many TRXs should keep in sleep mode. The Earlang B formula will be used to calculate 

required number of channels and the blocking probability, PB is given by: 

PB = 
𝐴𝑛

∑
𝐴

𝑘!
𝑛
𝑘=0

        (vii) 

Where A is the predicted traffic in erlang and n is the number of channels. Therefore, the Erlang 

B formula is given by the following equation: 

  PB(n,A) = 
𝐴𝑃𝐵(𝑛−1,𝐴)

𝑛+𝐴𝑃𝐵(𝑛−1,𝐴)
      (viii) 
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After calculating required number of channels, the decision for switching to sleep mode will be 

done by comparing required channel with the difference of available channel and transmitter 

channel. If the difference is greater than required channel then transmitter must be switch to 

sleep mode else it remains active. BBU first allocates channels to the operating TRXs and if the 

channel is not available then it allocates to sleeping TRX and notify BTS to switch on the TRX. 

Also to ensure the quality of service the cell availability and channel availability will be 

continuously monitor to keep 100%, if not then TRX should be switch on from sleep mode to 

active mode.  

Area power consumption(APC) is the energy efficiency matrix which is given by the ratio of 

total power consumption(P) to the preferred deployment area(S). Mathematically, 

  APC = P/S        (ix) 

The regression model will be used to show the effect of traffic load on energy consumption.  

  Y = A + Xβ        (x) 

Where, Y = BTS energy consumption 

  X = traffic load 

  A = regression coefficient 

  β = weighted corresponding coefficient 

In the above equation (x) of regression model, it takes energy consumption of base station as the 

function of traffic load. 
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3.5. Flowchart 
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3.6. Experimental tools and techniques 

             3.6.1. Emulator Description 

Mininetnisnannetworknemulatornwhichncreatesnannetworknofnvirtualnhosts,nswitches, 

controllers,nandnlinks.nMininet-WiFifisfthefextendedfversionfoffMininetfSDNfnetwork 

emulatorfwithfextendfinftheffunctionality ofiMininetiby adding virtualized WiFi stations 

andnaccessnpointsnbasednonnthenstandardnLinuxnwirelessndrivers and 80211_hwsim 

wirelessnsimulation driver.nThecMininet-WiFiccomponentscareishowniinifigurei3.3.iIt 

providesmamsimplemandminexpensivemnetworkmtestbedmformdeveloping OpenFlow 

applications.cItcenablesicomplexitopologyctesting,nwithoutnthemneedmtomwiremupma 

physicalcnetwork.cMininet-WiFicprovidescanceasycwayctocgeticorrectisystemibehavior 

anditoiexperimentiwithitopologies.iItisupportsicustomitopologies.iItisupportsisimpleiand 

extensibleiPythoniAPIiforinetworkicreationianditesting.iTheiMininet-WiFiiextendedithe 

baseiMinineticodeibyiaddingiorimodifyingjclassesjandcscripts.cSo,cMininet-WiFicadds 

newcfunctionalitycandcstillcsupportscallcthecnormalcSDNiemulationicapabilitiesiofithe 

standardiMininetinetworkiemulator[42].iThisiMininet-Wifiinetworkiemulatoriruns in the 

LinuxiOperatingiSystemi(OS).iHereiweihaveiusediUbuntu-16iforithisiemulation. 

 

Figure 3.5: Mininet-WiFi Components  [42]. 

According to the component available in the emulator, the topology of Figure 3.1 was 

built, containing the wireless and wired interfaces as per the requirement. To indicate the 

5G network performance, throughput and latency parameters are used. These parameters 

are the indicator of the speed of communication process between two users. 
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3.6.2. SDN controllers  

AiSDNicontrolleriisianiapplicationiinisoftware-definedinetworkingi(SDN)ithatimanages 

flowicontrolitoienableiintelligenticontentideliver.iAiSDNicontrolleriisianiintelligentipart 

ofitheinetwork.nItmismamcentralizedmcontrolnpointnthatmismresponsiblemfor passing 

informationctofthefnetworkfnodesfconnectedftofit.fItfalsofmanagesfthefflow of traffic in 

theinetwork.iTheicontrolleriexecutesiaispecificialgorithmiandiinteractsiwithitheinetwork 

topologyiasidecidedfbyfalgorithm. In Mininet it is possible to test a set of open-source 

controllers, considered as remote controllers, since they need to be connected to Mininet 

through a specific IP address. In addition to the mininet reference controller, the range of 

open source controllers are available like POX, OpenDayLight, FloodLight and RYU. In 

this thesis, the OpenDayLight (ODL) controller is used. ODL plans to deliver complex 

services in the 5G era by optimizing softwarized and virtualized networks to satisfy end-

users’ rapidly shifting service demands. 

 

3.6.3. Optimization Technique 

Dynamic Transmitter Sleep (DTS) Technique: Dynamic Transmitter Sleep Technique 

(DTS) is an algorithm which dynamically adjusts the transceiver switching system based 

on the traffic flow scenario without any degradation in Quality of Service (QoS). This 

energy optimization technique considers the transmitter sleep duration, cell availability 

and channel availability[11]. Hence, in this research DTST algorithm will be applied to 

the SDN controlled base stations of 5G network according to their traffic flow.  

 

             3.6.4. Data collection and Analysis 

Data is collected on the basis of standard specification and features of 5G network 

devices and equipment. 

Data is analyzed in virtual platform of SDN on the basis of traffic flow. Cellular network 

will design to flow maximum traffic and the analysis will be on the basis of real 

network. Full load in real network will remain only for few hours per day. Also at the 
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weekend and holidays, the traffic flow will be maximum compare to other days. So the 

analysis will be done on the basis of daily, weekly.  

Data analysis will be based on simulation method for this Mininet emulator will be used. 
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CHAPTER-4 

SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this section, SDN is implemented on the 5G cellular network using Mininet-WIFI emulator 

with python API. The program is written in python script and executed in Mininet-WiFi 

emulator. Table 1, shows the simulation parameters used in our network scenario which has been 

taken from the latest research papers about 5G base stations [16][43].  

. 

                                              TABLE 1: Simulation Parameter 

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Value 

Simulation Time  24 h 

Number of stations (CPEs) 25 

Number of base stations (BS) 5 

Number of switches 3 

Number of controller 1 

Idle mode power 150 W 

Fixed power of BS  750W 

Maximum power of BS 1350W 

Transmission Power 40 W 

Power of transmitter 100W 

Power of network link 40W 

Delay time between on & sleep 0.00216s 

Central Frequency 2 GHz 

BS antenna height 25m 

No. of Transceiver 8 

Maximum capacity of BS 500mbps 

Channel Propagation loss 0.5 dB 

Data rate per station 5 mbps 
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Figure 4.1: Simulated network topology 

 

Here, in Figure 4.1 shows the screenshots of diagrammatical representation of network 

connectivity between 1 remote controller, 3 openflow switches, 5 base stations and 25 users after 

running the python code to create network topology inside Mininet-WiFi emulator. Similarly 

figure 4.2 shows how devices are connected to each other to form a network. 
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Figure 4.2: network connectivity status for 5G network in Mininet-WiFi emulator. 

 

Figure 4.3 is the screenshots taken while executing dump command to show the list of 

information about connected stations, access points, and controller.  And figure 4.4 is the 

screenshots showing 100% packet received status checked the connection established between 

each node in the network by using pingall command. In this particular network switches acts as 

OpenFlow switches and it is possible to see their flow table at anytime during the program 

execution. If there will be no packets exchanged, the flow tables will be empty, otherwise each 

table present the flow entries corresponding to the rules to be applied to each packet type that 

passes through the switch. This process can be seen with dpctl dump-flows command and it is 

shown in figure 4.5. this screenshot was taken after establishing the ping beween all nodes. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Dump connection status of the implemented network 
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Figure 4.4: Ping established between stations of implemented network. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Implemented network elements flow table in Mini-WiFi. 
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Figure 4.6: Recording Power of the network. 

 

4.1 Observed Output 

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show an analysis of energy consumption according to traffic pattern 

before and after the implementation of the energy saving strategies for 5G BTSs respectively. As 

traffic decreases, the amount of energy consumption also decrease with decrease in used 

resource. Data analysis shows that the difference in base station energy consumption minimum 

and maximum is 750 Wh and 1350 Wh respectively. we observed that energy consumption 

reduces after applying the energy optimization technique during low traffic flow at night time. 

In figure 4.7, we can observe that the energy consumption during low traffic is not decreased yet 

fixed amount of energy consumed and fluctuate among idle state power. This is due to the fix 

amount of power allocated for the certain level of traffic load in normal condition of BTS. The 

network switch to idle state power when there is no traffic and network link. The fixed amount of 

power is assigned for traffic load with load parameter (λ) less than or equals to 0.4 and the 

maximum power for full traffic load is assigned 1350 W (i.e. when λ = 1).  The graph shows 
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dynamic pattern between the traffic load 0.4 and 1. This occurs with the condition applied for 

allocation of power during network flow. When λ > 0.4 then Power is measured with formula P 

= 750 + (λ-0.4)P0. P0 is the power consumption of BS in idle state when there is no traffic flow 

and 750 W is the fixed amount of power allocated for traffic flow up to λ = 0.4. 

 

Figure 4.7: Energy consumption of base station before applying energy saving technique 

 

In Figure 4.8, the Dynamic Transmitter Sleep (DTS) Technique was applied as energy saving 

technique during night period from 11 pm to 8 am. We can observe the difference in graph 

during low traffic load. Here for simulation of network we have allocated the power of 

transmitter to 100 W. When transmitter is active at that time it consumes 100 W power. In this 

simulated network we supposed 8 transceivers per BS among them 2 transceivers use control 

channels. So for sleeping process we have used only 6 transmitters. Here we can clearly see the 

sleeping pattern of transmitter during low traffic at night time from 11 pm to 8 am. During low 

traffic it switch off the transmitter to sleep mode as a result decrease in power consumption.  

 

Figure 4.9 shows the energy consumption pattern of all links used in network after using the link 

energy saving technique. It saves the satisfied amount of energy by switching of the links 

between the network devices which was in idle state during the low or no traffic load period and 

switch on immediately when the network devices get active mode. 
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Figure 4.8: Energy consumption of base station after applying energy saving technique 

 

Hence, the fluctuation between switching on and off occurs in very less duration as network 

device remain idle for very short duration. But during night time when dynamic sleep technique 

applied, the links are automatically switched to sleep mode as they detect the network devices 

with idle state. The time when we make BS sleep for three hours from 3 am to 6 am is the time 

when there is almost zero traffic load.   

 

Figure 4.9: Energy consumption of all network links in 24 hrs. 
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4.2 Energy Consumption Observation 

Here the energy consumption of base station has been observed before and after applying the 

dynamic transmitter sleep technique.   

Table 2: Energy consumption of each BS before and after applying DTS mode 

Base Station (BS) Energy consumption from 11 pm to 8 am 

(kWh) 

Before applying DTST 9.874 

After applying DTST 6.457 

 

Energy consumption saving = 9.874 – 6.457 = 3.416 kWh  

% of energy consumption saving = 3.416/9.874 = 34.6 % 

 

Table 3: Energy consumption of total network links before and after applying DTS mode 

Total Network link Energy consumption  (kWh) 

Before using energy saving technique 1.32 

After using energy saving technique 0.742 

 

Energy consumption saving = 1.32 – 0.742 = 0.578 kWh  

% of energy consumption saving = 0.578/1.32 = 43.79 % 

 

34.6% of energy has saved after applying the dynamic transmitter sleep technique to reduce the 

energy consumption of 5G base station which was simulated in SDN platform using mininet-wifi 

as testbed and OpenDayLight as SDN controller. Also, the additional 43.79% of energy has been 

saved by total network by deactivating the links between two idles state network devices. Table 3 

shows the energy consumed by a base station before and after applying the DTS energy saving 

technique at night time during 11:00 pm to 8:00 am. The energy consumed by base station in 

normal condition is 9.874 kWh and 6.457 kWh after applying DTS technique which results in 

saving 3.416 kWh energy daily for single base station during low traffic period at night time.  
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Table 4 shows the energy consumed in 24 hours by total network links used by network devices 

to connect with each other via wired or wireless connection. In normal condition all network 

links are active all the time although the network devices remains in idle state. During this period 

the energy consumed by network link in 24 hours is 1.32 kWh. And after applying the smart link 

sleep technique, the energy consumed by network links reduced to 0.742 kWh saving 0.578 kWh 

amount of energy.   

4.3 Energy consumption of total network  

 

Figure 4.10: Energy consumption of total network in 24 hrs. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Energy consumption of total network in 24 hours after applying DTS mode. 
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Table 4: Energy consumption of total network before and after applying DTS mode 

Total network Energy Consumption in kWh 

Before DTS technique 87.54 

After DTS technique 51.04 

 

Energy consumption saving = 87.54 – 51.04 = 36.50 kWh  

% of energy consumption saving = 36.50/87.54 = 41.69 % 

Here, figure 4.10 & figure 4.11 shows the pattern of energy consumption of overall simulated 

network before and after applying DTS mode respectively. As mentioned in Table 4, energy 

consumed by overall network in 24 hours is 87.54 kWh and after applying DTS mode, the 

energy consumption is 51.04 kWh. Hence, result shows that we can save 36.5 kWh energy i.e. 

41.69% of total energy after applying DTS technique to the base stations. 

 

4.4 Energy consumption of BS at different traffic pattern 

Energy consumption of base stations before and after applying energy saving technique with 

different network traffic patterns has been observed which is shown in graphs. 

 

Figure 4.12: Energy consumption of base station before applying energy saving technique 
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Figure 4.13: Energy consumption of base station after applying energy saving technique 

 

Table 5: Energy consumption of each BS before and after applying DTS mode 

Base station BS2 Energy Consumption in KWh 

Before DTS technique 12.84 

After DTS technique 7.710 

 

Energy consumption saving = 12.84 – 7.710 = 5.13 kWh  

% of energy consumption saving = 5.13/12.84 = 39.95 % 

 

Figure 4.12 and figure 4.13 shows the energy consumption a base station BS2 with random 

traffic pattern before and after applying energy saving technique respectively. Graph clearly 

shows the energy consumption of BS2 according to traffic pattern which saves 5.13 kWh of 

energy i.e. 39.95% of total energy consumed by BS2. 
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Figure 4.14: Energy consumption of base station before applying energy saving technique 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Energy consumption of base station after applying energy saving technique 

 

Table 6: Energy consumption of each BS before and after applying DTS mode 

Base station BS3 Energy Consumption in KWh 

Before DTS technique 9.882 

After DTS technique 6.295 
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Energy consumption saving = 9.882 – 6.295 = 3.587 kWh  

% of energy consumption saving = 3.587/9.882 = 36.3 % 

 

Similarly, energy consumed by a base station BS3 with weekend traffic pattern is shown in 

Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 before and after applying energy saving technique respectively. This 

traffic patterns denotes the weekend traffic flow. Hence, DTS can save up to 3.587 kWh energy 

which is 36.3% of total energy consumed by a base station BS3 during weekend. 
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CHAPTER- 5 

CONCLUSION  

 

This study has performed the energy saving techniques on the 5G macro base station using SDN 

simulation environment. Here, we compared the consumptions of energy before applying and 

after applying energy saving technique of 5G base station using SDN paradigm. Hence, this 

study concludes that the Dynamic Transmitter Sleep (DTS) Technique saves 34.6% of energy of 

BS during low traffic period while using over SDN environment and also saves 45.22% of total 

network link energy after applying SDN energy optimization technique adaptive link rate (ALR) 

for smart link sleep and wake up of total network links. Also, the total network energy 

consumption is reduced by 41.69% which shows the clear impact of energy saving approach on 

total network. 

The DTS technique shows its effectiveness with different pattern of traffic flows by reducing the 

energy consumption according to the flow during low traffic load.   

Software defined wireless network works to enhance the DTS technique to reduce more energy 

as compare with using it without SDN paradigm. DTS technique shows better performance in 

SDN simulated environment as SDN enhances the energy efficiency by their own features. 5G 

macro base station has programmable feature and supports openflow protocol to communicate 

with SDN. This technique will be more effective to small cells of 5G network which works in 

high frequency range with low latency time.  
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